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Abstract. This study is aimed at describing the supply chain management of coffee commodity and the role of each of its elements. This study based on the ineffectiveness and inefficiency of coffee commodity business management which involves some elements that caused supply chain for the commodity has not been formed according to the expectation which in turn required a supply chain management able to fix the problem. The supply chain management is described qualitatively using supply chain basic model supported by integrated concepts of supply chain relationship, supply chain configuration, and supply chain coordination. The result of the study reveals that the supply chain management in coffee commodities includes suppliers, gatherers/manufacturers, exporters, and consumers. The distributors play the main role in determining product standards. The relationships between each of supply chain elements have been well established, utilized to distribute the products, and used as a feedback medium if there is a change in quality standards required in accordance with the needs of consumers. To ensure the sustainability of business activities in the supply chain, mutual commitment among the supply chain elements is required especially when it comes to determining the product quality standards and quantity.

1 Introduction

Coffee commodity-related businesses may open new businesses opportunities in branding, processing, and marketing. However, in practice, there are many challenges and difficulties especially in meeting the product quality standards in accordance with the needs of the consumers so that much better management is required in order for the sustainability of these coffee-related businesses to benefit all stakeholders. It takes mutual agreements between suppliers, manufacturers, and costumes to improve the supply chain performance and networks [1]. These supply chain networks are in turn expected to be the main hub of sustainable business activity in an effort to meet the demands and needs of the customers [2] [3].

The coffee sector as one of the business activities involving supply chain requires good management to ensure its sustainability and good performance. It takes a good supply chain management, from the suppliers (farmers and gatherers), processors (gatherers and manufacturers), distributors (exporters and retailers), to the customers to be able to compete in the global market [4]. The supply chain management plays a role in ensuring the improvement of supply chain performance and quality by not only focusing of market improvement but also on the sustainability and improvement of the organizations involved in the supply chain [5]. Therefore, understanding the concept of supply chain excellence is the first stage to achieve the competitive advantage in the supply chain [6].

The role of supply chain management in increasing the optimality of a business and to preserve its continuity could be done through dynamic approach system by involving some aspect such as economy, social value, and environment [7], choosing business partner [8], cost efficiency through controlling material waste [9], product quality control [10], relationship among businessman [11], consumer-based innovation [12], and flexibility and responsiveness on current business competition [13]. Finally, in achieving Supply Chain Management excellences, environment control, social value achievement and corporate social responsibility need to be prioritized [14].

Some factors need to be taken into account to ensure the sustainability of supply chain excellences; such as: Supply Chain Configuration, which describes the entire supply chain and the arrangement of elements important to the business activities based on the involved elements [15], Supply Chain Relationship, which deals with what and how is the role of supply chain elements in determining the product quality standards, evaluating customer satisfaction, understanding customer expectations, and understanding the relationship of suppliers with existing consumers in the supply chain [16], Supply Chain Coordination, which is an important factor to ensure the sustainability of the supply chain [17], internal integration and information sharing [18] in an effort to deliver values desired by both parties (providers and consumers) [19].

2 Methodology

This research used a qualitative method. Data were collected through a Focus Group Discussion by involving coffee businessmen exist in Garut Regency and any
authority who has interest in coffee development as a commodity, supported by existing data from previous research and theoretical reviews. The scope of discussion is based on the concept of Supply Chain Management, which involves supply chain configuration, supply chain relationship, and supply chain coordination in coffee commodities [2]. Fig. 1 illustrates this scope.

Based on research framework (fig. 1), research was done in two steps, which is:
- Recognizing coffee commodity business activity from start to finish, so every element involved within can be known. Also, at this stage, every obstruction which affects supply chain effectivity and efficiency can be described.
- Describe the role and function of each and every supply chain elements to see how it affect the success and continuity of coffee commodity business activity.

Through the two steps it is expected a suitable coffee commodity supply chain management can be formed.

3 Result and discussion

Coffee-based business in Garut regency is composed of various elements involved in it: suppliers (farmers and gatherers), coffee bean processors (gatherers and business people), distributors (exporters) and consumers. The business activity from upstream to downstream produce a variety of processed coffee products as described in Fig. 2.

Based on the supply chain as described in Fig. 2, it can be said that the supply chain of coffee in Garut Regency consists of suppliers and distributors who play important roles in marketing processed coffee products.

Based on production process described, to further support coffee commodity business success and continuity, some distribution chains on some elements with the similar role can be omitted from the supply chain. Fig. 3 illustrates the supply chain of processed coffee products in Garut Regency.

Fig. 2 shows the supply chain management of processed coffee products in Garut Regency displays an integrated relationship between elements involved in the business activity. What follows is the description of each function of supply chain management elements that can ensure the sustainability and success of processed coffee products in question: 1) Supply Chain Configuration. The supply chain configuration in the processed coffee product sectors consists of farmers, manufacturers, distributors, and exporters. To ensure the sustainability of supply chain activities, the distributors are expected to be able to determine the product quality standards desired by consumers and to determine the types of products as well as their quantity; 2) Supply Chain Relationship. The relationship among supply chain elements in processed coffee sector plays an important role in ensuring the sustainability and success of supply chain business activities so that all elements involved in the supply chain are expected to understand their respective roles and functions. These roles and functions are described as follows: a) Farmers, Gatherers, and Manufacturers. The farmers sell their coffee to the gatherers and manufacturers in two forms: cherries and beans. Most farmers sell it in the form of cherries; b) Gatherers. The gatherers in Garut Regency sell the coffee in the forms of cherries and green bean. Most of them are cherries; c) Business People/Exporters Business people sell the coffee to the distributors in local markets such as Bandung and Jakarta and to the exporters who in turn sell it to global markets like Australia, Japan, and the U.S.; d) Other Parties. In addition to export commodity, coffee is also distributed to meet the domestic needs, especially cafes or personal demands in the form of ground coffee, and 3an ) Supply Chain Coordination. the With regard to coordination performance in the supply chain, all elements, from upstream to downstream, involved in the
coffee commodity business activities must be able to exchange information about their respective needs and provide feedback for each other.

From fig. 2 and 3 descriptions, some similar role and function between farmer and gatherer as coffee seed and green bean supplier so to achieve an effective supply chain, both actions can be merged by collaborating both processes. After coffee commodity supply chain management has been achieved with certainty, it is expected to help support and strengthen the continuity and success of coffee commodity supply chain which in turn can provide information on an accurate number of demand of the coffee product, productions estimates, production capacity stipulations, and standardize product quality. With supply chain management explained, a well-established supply chain management hopefully can form to be able to compete in the global market.

Therefore, the supply chain performance is influenced by two factors: the ability to involve elements to share information and to collaborate with each other [20] [21]. Supply chain coordination can be optimized by implementing knowledge portal about coffee-based business activities. Knowledge portal is the implementation of information technology that contains information relevant to a business process [22]. The coordination in processed coffee product supply chain should take into account policy and supports needed to improve technical capability of farmers and business people in the sector [23]. Therefore, the coordination function in the supply chain is required to meet the consumer needs and also to provide feedback from the consumers to the providers in the supply chain.

4 Conclusions

In order to support the success and continuity of business activity on the coffee commodity supply chain, merging of some elements with similar role such as merging between farmer and gatherer who both are a coffee supplier. Based on field research results, continuity and success of coffee commodity business activity which involved every element within its supply chain, the relationship of every element (SCM relationship), also the role and function of each and every elements in SCM (SCM coordination) has to be fully recognized. If it can be fully recognized, information derived from it such as: standard production capacity on every supply chain which had to be fulfilled annually, its product quality standards, and also the feedback of each and every supply chain element to further support the success and continuity of coffee commodity business activity especially in facing global market competition.
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